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Hardwired Speaker Cable
Get more than connected — get hardwired!

Specifications
 *  Sturdy, gold plated banana plugs
 *  Heavy, 14 AWG oxygen-free copper conductors for better dynamics
 *  Twisted pair construction cancels out noise

The Wave Speaker Cable

MusicWave Speaker Cable

Available as biwire for 4-input speaker connections.

In today's fast-moving, high-tech world, you need connections that deliver performance and reliability, not just convenience. 
Transparent Hardwired provides high-quality audio and video connections designed to link your digital media with your home 
entertainment system. Hardwired Speaker Cable is the ideal connection to ensure a rich, front-and-center musical experience in 
your own home.

The Wave is Transparent's most cost-effective speaker cable that has a network. Transparent artisans build The Wave by hand, 
using custom-stranded OFHC cable and gold-plated connectors. The Wave features the noise rejection circuitry and quality 
construction that are a part of every Transparent audio cable thereby bringing you closer to the music.

MusicWave delivers a full measure of naturalness and musical color on all types of program material. Compared to other brands 
of cable at its price point, MusicWave offers a OFHC copper conductor with generous mass, gold-plated Transparent connectors, 
and the special Transparent network to protect your system from noise. MusicWave delivers deeper, tighter bass frequencies and 
transfers music with more refinement than The Wave Speaker Cable.



Plus Speaker Cable

The Plus Speaker Cable is upgradeable to Super Speaker Cable or above.

Super Speaker Cable

Ultra Speaker Cable

Plus is a big, but cost-effective upgrade for music lovers who want to replace their smaller, thinner speaker cables with heftier 
cables. We build Plus speaker cable by hand from OFHC copper cable and Transparent gold plated connectors. Plus networks 
insure better low frequency signal transfer and help reveal more musical information because they reduce noise.  

Available as biwire for 4-input speaker connections. Choose between 
Standard Connection and Biwire Connection.

Super's hefty cable construction provides effortless current transfer in even the most demanding musical passages. The custom-
designed networks reduce noise and interference, to reveal the low-level information so important to the full enjoyment of your 
favorite music and soundtracks. Compared to Plus, Super extends performance at the frequency extremes because of its network 
technology and current carrying capability.

Available as biwire for 4-input speaker connections. Choose between 
Standard Connection and Biwire Connection in the Speaker Input. 
Upgradeable to Ultra Speaker Cable or above.   

Transparent Ultra Speaker Cables feature highly-refined network technology enclosed in stable, machined acrylic modules to 
dampen unwanted vibrations. Use Ultra with accurate speakers that have well-damped enclosures to appreciate fully its resolution 
and power-carrying capability. To capture the full capabilities of an Ultra-based system, ask your retailer to help you with speaker 
placement and room treatments.  

Available as biwire for 4-input speaker connections. Choose between 
Standard Connection and Biwire Connection in the Speaker Input. 
Upgradeable to Reference Speaker Cables and above. 



Reference Speaker Cable

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: SPADE > SPADE

 *  Biwire configuration available
 *  Lengths: 8-feet, 10-feet, 12-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer

 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

XL Speaker Cable

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: SPADE > SPADE

 *  Biwire configuration available
 *  Lengths: 8-feet, 10-feet, 12-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer

 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

REFERENCE Speaker Cable (RSC) delivers extended and well-defined bass energy while creating a quiet interface between some 
of the most challenging speaker and amplifier combinations.

REFERENCE Speaker Cableis a significant performance upgrade when compared to Ultra Speaker Cable. Reference level cables 
are the first products in the Transparent family to be custom calibrated for the specific electrical output characteristics of your 
components. Additionally, the network components are more precisely matched to the cable’s inherent electrical properties and 
length. Direct gold plated, custom machined connectors made from solid Tellurium copper provide superior contact and 
exceptional power transfer. Finally, the larger and heavier, machined acrylic, network module more effectively damps vibration 
and resonances that can adversely affect performance.  

REFERENCE Speaker Cable is available in 2 versions: High Z for high output impedance and Low Z for low output impedance 
amplifiers. RSC is also crafted with connector configurations and polarity to fit precisely and easily with your specific amplifier, 
speakers, and system layout. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to determine which RSC version is the best fit for your 
amplifier and to discuss the details of your system connection.

 *  Optional locking banana terminations 

 *  Specify amplifier, speakers, and system layout for optimal network 
calibration and cable configuration

XL Speaker Cable (XLSC) XL Speaker Cable will free a superior system to provide unexpected levels of musical involvement when 
the lights go down and the music starts to play. XLSC is for discerning individuals who demand even more performance and 
precision than REFERENCE Speaker Cables. If you already have a very high-level system and you are not planning on costly key 
component upgrades in the near future, speaker cables at the XL level will help you extract the last measure of performance from 
your existing investments.
XLSC is a significant performance upgrade compared to REFERENCE Speaker Cable because its network components are 
specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable and its length. The network itself is 
also calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your amplifier.  
Direct gold plated, solid tellurium copper connectors make superior contact with terminations and are capable of transferring 
more power. The heavier, larger, stabilized network module more effectively damps any opportunity for resonances to affect 
performance. Compared to RSC, XLSC transfers bass energy further down into the bottom octave with more accuracy and creates 
a quieter interface between some of the most challenging speaker and amplifier combinations.  

XLSC must be calibrated to your specific amplifier and be crafted to fit precisely and easily with your specific amplifier, speakers, 
and system layout. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your system components and room layout 
to discuss a plan for your system upgrade to the XL level of performance.  

Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with XLSC 
recalibrations at no charge in the event that an amplifier, system layout, or speaker change requires network or configuration 
adjustments.  

 *  Optional locking banana terminations 

 *  Specify amplifier, speakers, and system layout for optimal network 
calibration and cable configuration



Opus Speaker Cable

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: SPADE > SPADE

 *  Lengths: 8-feet, 10-feet, 12-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, and 25-feet

 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

Based upon hundreds of hours of listening tests and a large database of performance characteristics of amplifiers, the first OPUS 
Speaker Cable design was introduced in 2000. The goal was to create a more ideal link between amplifiers and speakers — the 
most demanding cable design challenge. Since 2000, OPUS Speaker Cable (OSC) has undergone 2 significant technological 
advances and continues to influence the technology and performance of every audio cable in the Transparent line-up.

Most OPUS owners have spent years assembling and investing in their dream system in a quest to get closer to the music. OSC is 
the linking solution to help dream systems deliver upon their promise of thrilling “you are there” listening experiences every time 
you press “on” and cue up your favorite source material. If you are going to add one cable to your system, start with OSC to get a 
serious taste of what can happen with OPUS in your system, from feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every 
nuance of tonal shading and harmonic resolution within the original performance space.
OPUS Speaker Cable is a significant performance upgrade compared to XL Speaker Cable. OSC transfers well-defined bass 
energy to the bottom of the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than XL Speaker Cable.
OSC network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable 
and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your phono cartridge. 
This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking OSC manufacturing process which takes several days to 
complete.  

Vibration and resonance control also go to new heights with OPUS Speaker Cable. The components that comprise each network 
are encased in electrically neutral epoxy and then surrounded by a massive carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured 
specifically for the purpose of reducing standing wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, 
stronger network housing provides a large cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow 
the free and full expansion of electromagnetic fields thereby freeing your system to reveal micro dynamics and harmonic music 
information more accurately.

Gold plated, solid tellurium copper connectors are customized to your amplifier and speaker terminations to make superior 
contact and transfer power more efficiently. The heavier, larger, network OSC module has a low and wide stance on vibration 
dissipating feet that effectively damp any opportunity for airborne resonances to affect performance.
Please note that your speaker cable runs can be no longer than 25 feet per channel to meet OPUS Speaker Cable design 
specifications.  
OSC must be calibrated to your specific amplifier and be crafted to fit precisely and easily with your specific amplifier, speakers, 
and system layout. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your system components and room layout.  

Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with OSC recalibrations 
at no charge in the event that an amplifier, system layout, or speaker change requires network or configuration adjustments.

 *  Optional locking banana terminations 

 *  Specify amplifier, speakers, and system layout for optimal network 
calibration and cable configuration



Magnum Opus Speaker Cable

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: SPADE > SPADE

 *  Lengths: 8-feet, 10-feet, 12-feet, 15-feet, and 20-feet

 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

Based upon thousands of hours of listening tests and a growing database of performance characteristics of amplifiers over a 
period of more than 20 years, MAGNUM OPUS Speaker Cable (MOSC) made its debut in 2013. The goal was to surpass the 
performance of OPUS Speaker Cable and create an even more ideal link between amplifiers and speakers — the most demanding 
cable design challenge. MAGNUM OPUS SPEAKER CABLE set a new standard for the fifth generation of Transparent products 
and influenced the technology and performance of every audio cable in the Transparent line-up, including the original flagship 
OPUS Speaker Cable.

Most MAGNUM OPUS owners have spent years assembling and investing in their dream system in a quest to get closer to the 
music. MOSC is the linking solution to help dream systems deliver upon their promise of thrilling “you are there” listening 
experiences every time you press “on” and cue up your favorite source material. All network components are matched and 
measured at the edge of what technicians can control in production. MOSC reveals the full potential of your ultimate amplifiers 
and speakers.  
If you are going to add one cable to your system, MOSC will give you the most commanding taste of what is possible to achieve 
with MAGNUM OPUS in your system from feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal shading 
and harmonic resolution within the original performance space.
MOSC transfers well-defined bass energy down through the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio 
signals than OPUS Speaker Cable.  

MOSC network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the 
cable and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your phono 
cartridge. This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking MOSC manufacturing process which takes 
several days to complete, but it’s worth it. From feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal 
shading and harmonic resolution within the performance space, MOSC is the vehicle to help transport you to another musical 
place and time. Rendering the musical space of the original performance upon a black, silent background melts the noise and 
distractions of the day away.

Vibration and resonance control also go to new heights with MAGNUM OPUS Speaker Cable. The components that comprise 
each network are encased in electrically neutral epoxy and then surrounded by a massive carbon fiber network housing that has 
been contoured specifically for the purpose of reducing standing wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. 
The thinner, stronger network housing provides a large cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of 
carbon fiber allow the free and full expansion of electromagnetic fields thereby freeing your system to reveal micro dynamics and 
harmonic music information more accurately.  

Gold plated, solid tellurium copper connectors are customized to your amplifier and speaker terminations to make superior 
contact and transfer power more efficiently. The heavier, wider, and longer MOSC network module has a low and wide stance 
with a significant amount of mass positioned directly over vibration dissipating feet to more effectively damp any opportunity for 
airborne resonances to affect performance.
Please note that your speaker cable runs can be no longer than 20 feet per channel to meet MAGNUM OPUS Speaker Cable 
design specifications.  

MOSC must be calibrated to your specific amplifier and be crafted to fit precisely and easily with your specific amplifier, speakers, 
and system layout. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your system components and room layout.  

Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with MOSC 
recalibrations at no charge in the event that an amplifier, system layout, or speaker change requires network or configuration 
adjustments.

You have arrived. At this point in time, MAGNUM OPUS represents the pinnacle of Transparent design achievement. Transparent 
will do everything possible to respect our customers’ MAGNUM OPUS investments in the event of future updates and upgrades.

 *  Optional locking banana terminations 

 *  Specify amplifier, speakers, and system layout for optimal network 
calibration and cable configuration


